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ABSTRACT

Purpose – Many consumer-focused corporate social responsibility (CSR) studies suggest a positive link between the responsibility demonstrated by a company and consumers’ intention to favor the company in their purchases. Yet an analogous causal effect between corporate social and financial performances is not evident. This chapter conceptualizes how social desirability and cynicism contribute to the discrepancy between consumers’ attitudes and their actual purchase behavior, and analyzes why consumer choices indicated in surveys do not consistently convert into actions.

Methodology/approach – We develop a conceptual framework based on hybrid choice modeling to estimate the impact of two new variables, Corporate Social Desirability and Corporate Social Cynicism, on CSR research. The model presented synthesizes research findings from the fields of CSR and psychology with a discrete choice methodology that allows inclusion of psychological aspects as latent variables.

Findings – The goal of the framework is to bridge the gap between choices stated by consumers in CSR surveys and their actual choices by quantifying and extracting the effects of biases that otherwise threaten the validity of such survey results. As the next step, the practical value of the model must be evaluated through empirical research combining a CSR choice study with social desirability and cynicism measurement.

Originality – The framework proposes a novel way of controlling CSR surveys for potential biases created by social desirability and cynicism and enables quantification of this impact, with potential application to other fields where psychological aspects may distort research results. Future empirical evidence based on the framework may also offer new insights into the mechanisms by which the two biases distort findings.
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A business case for CSR appears extant (Carroll & Shabana, 2010). A decade ago, multiple studies already suggested that customers are willing to champion companies whose values match theirs (Bhattacharya & Sen, 2003; Mohr & Webb, 2005; Vogel, 2005), and the theme is also evident in more recent research (Koschate-Fischer, Stefan, & Hoyer, 2012; Stanaland, Lwin, & Murphy, 2011). Consulting studies offer further support. According to Edelman (2012), 58% of consumer studies claimed that price and quality being equal, social purpose becomes the most important factor in brand selection – an increase of 26% from 2008. Nielsen (2014) found that 55% of consumers “will pay extra for products and services from companies committed to positive social and
environmental impact” (p. 2) and that 52% are checking product packaging for sustainability information. Accenture and United Nations Global Compact (2014), in a worldwide consumer study, discovered that 27% of European consumers “always” or “often” review sustainability aspects when making purchase decisions, while in Asia and Latin America 39% of consumers do so. According to the same study, consumers would be motivated to consider sustainability in their decisions if companies provided more tangible responsibility outcomes. While the potential of responsibility to shape consumer decisions has been evident for some time, the evidence suggests a growing trend and emphasizes the need for companies to understand the true nature of consumer demand for CSR.

Despite this apparent consumer interest in responsibility, the business case remains elusive. Since the 1970s, scholars have searched for a link between Corporate Social Performance (CSP) and Corporate Financial Performance (CFP), but this has proven an arduous task. Despite 159 individual studies counted by Peloza (2009), there is still no consensus on whether a causal link exists. A widely referenced meta-analysis by Orlitzky, Schmidt, and Rynes (2003) found a mutual relationship between CSP and CFP; in other meta-analyses, Wu (2006) discovered an average positive correlation between social and financial performances, while Margolis, Elfenbein, and Walsh (2009) found no financial disadvantage for investing in CSP but noted that previous financial performance has an equally strong link with future social performance. On the other hand, Vishwanathan (2010) reported a weaker relationship than earlier findings suggested: the relatively small correlation remaining between the two variables after accounting for joint causation was mediated by aspects of corporate strategy. While the evidence suggests an overall positive correlation between CSP and CFP, the direction of causality remains unclear: Does responsibility improve financial performance, or do well-performing companies have more room to operate in a responsible manner?

In analyses of individual industries, as opposed to meta-analyses, recent studies reinforce this mixed, though mostly positive, link between CSP and CFP. The variability in results is attributed to explanations such as stakeholder influence capacity (Barnett & Salomon, 2012; Peloza & Papania, 2008) and the competitiveness of the industry in which a company operates (Kemper, Schilke, Reimann, Wang, & Brettel, 2013). Interestingly, Michelon, Boesso, and Kumar (2013) suggested that responsibility linked to stakeholder expectations enhances financial performance. While a multitude of factors likely contribute to the relationship between these two variables, one question stands out: why does the ostensibly strong and upward-trending consumer interest in CSR, suggested in academic and consulting studies, not result in real consumer actions and clearly enhanced financial performance of responsible companies? This chapter approaches the topic from the aspect of human psychology, particularly the difference between real-life actions and stated survey responses, and aims to bridge the gap between stated and real choices to improve the validity of consumer CSR research.

Social desirability (SD) bias, or the tendency to answer questions in a way considered acceptable or expected, is an important problem in all social science studies involving respondents self-filling questionnaires (Arnold & Feldman, 1981). Since CSR is often perceived as ethically “the right thing to do,” a desirability effect can overemphasize responsible characteristics in surveys and bias the results, creating an attitude-behavior gap (Roberts, 1996). Beckmann (2007) suggested that the type of methodology chosen for a consumer CSR study will determine whether the outcome is positive or negative in terms of the potential effect of responsibility on consumption, with quantitative methods leading to a positive link. However, few authors have addressed this issue in their studies.
A lack of trust in CSR initiatives may be rooted in consumer skepticism or cynicism toward the underlying motivations and significantly reduce the value CSR can bring to a company (Groza, Pronschinske, & Walker, 2011; Pomerling & Dolnicar, 2008; Skarmeas & Leonidou, 2013). Skepticism and cynicism must be differentiated: According to Kanter and Mirvis (1986) “skeptics doubt the substance of communications; cynics not only doubt what is said but the motives for saying it” (p. 301). While it is possible to alleviate the mostly short-term effects of skepticism through well-designed communication of solid evidence, a cynical attitude can contribute to an “undesirability” bias toward responsibility and lead to a blanket rejection of all CSR aspects in a survey.

In this chapter, we maintain that the joint effects of SD and cynicism, both largely neglected in CSR research, can blur the results of consumer surveys and contribute to the discrepancy between consumer statements and actions noted in research results. To bridge the gap between stated and real choices, or the attitude-behavior gap (Carrigan & Attalla, 2001), we propose a conceptual framework that includes two new variables in CSR research to control survey results for their effects: Corporate Social Desirability (CSD) and Corporate Social Cynicism (CSC). Both variables measure the effect of these psychological aspects on stated consumer choices. Our hybrid choice modeling framework aims to increase the validity of CSR consumer surveys by segregating the impact of biases created by SD and cynicism from the results, and thus provide more conclusive evidence of the impact CSR may have on purchase decisions.

SOCIAL DESIRABILITY AND CYNICISM AS SOURCES FOR BIAS

SD bias is the tendency of survey respondents to present themselves in a way that is more favorable than their actual behavior would suggest with reference to social norms (Fernandes & Randall, 1992). It is evident in all studies related to business ethics, particularly when self-reported ethical attitudes come into question. A wide range of techniques have been developed to counter this phenomenon, with varying interpretations of their efficacy (De Jong, Pieters, & Fox, 2010; Fisher, 1993; Fisher & Tellis, 1998; Van de Mortel, 2008). Warner (1965) proposed randomized response techniques as a solution to SD bias, a solution still in active use and employed recently by De Jong et al. (2010). Gordon (1987) suggested giving respondents more detailed information about the task as a means to reduce bias. Fisher and Tellis (1998) maintained that indirect questioning is a superior alternative for achieving less biased survey results. Steenkamp, de Jong, and Baumgartner (2010) proposed that in a low-demand situation (such as an anonymous questionnaire conducted online), SD bias is likely to be unconscious, and they suggested that researchers encourage reflection over impulse from respondents to counter instinctive behavior. Tourangeau and Yan (2007) summarized several techniques to reduce SD bias, including randomized response, bogus pipeline, self-administration of questionnaires, and collection of data in private. They further recommended priming respondents for honesty, though de Jong et al. did not find that priming improved response quality. Despite commonplace application, there is no clear consensus on the efficiency of these techniques in reducing SD in responses.

Scales for Measuring Social Desirability Bias

Crowne and Marlowe (1960) created the first widely accepted scale intended to
measure SD bias. Known as the Marlowe-Crowne SD scale, the original version presented respondents with 36 statements deemed by an expert panel to represent situations that involve desirable behavior. The respondents accept or reject the statements; rejecting a statement widely considered to be accepted in real life, or vice versa, reveals a desirability bias. As noted by Kuncel and Tellegen (2009), the use of Likert scales instead of true/false choice in measuring SD bias is not preferable; extreme answers are often not perceived as desirable and thus a Likert-scale would fail to recognize the degree of the bias. As the original Marlowe-Crowne scale was considered too long to be feasible for many studies, several shorter or alternative versions of the scale were developed (Reynolds, 1982; Stober, 2001; Strahan & Gerbasi, 1972); these revisions also updated the questions to fit modern situations. While there is support for the usefulness of these shorter scales (Andrews & Meyer, 2003; Blake, Valdiserri, Neuendorf, & Nemeth, 2006; Greenberg & Weiss, 2012; Loo & Thorpe, 2000), there is disagreement over their validity (Barger, 2002; Beretvas, Meyers, & Leite, 2002; Johnson, Fendrich, & Mackesy-Ammiti, 2012).

Another leading scale in measuring SD is the Balanced Inventory of Desirable Responding (BIDR), developed by Paulhus (1984). Paulhus divided SD bias into two separate constructs, self-deception and impression management, and suggested the existence of conscious and unconscious levels of desirable answering. Later Paulhus (2002) advanced his conceptualization to encompass two main constructs of desirability bias, moralistic and egoistic response tendencies; this model became known as the Paulhus Deception Scales (PDS). Moralistic and egoistic tendencies can both include conscious (deliberate impression management) and unconscious (self-deceptive exaggeration) styles, leading to four different subcategories of SD bias (Paulhus, 2002). Paulhus’s framework has been the subject of much attention and heated debate. Lanyon and Carle (2007) studied both the BIDR and the PDS with a population of injury claim, compensation and litigation cases (such as custody or criminal offences), and undergraduate students, and found the constructs overlapping but valid. Blake et al. (2006) argued that the impression-management dimensions of BIDR could be used for measuring SD bias. Lönqvist, Paunonen, Tuulio-Henriksson, Lönnqvist, and Verkasalo (2007) did not find support for the division between conscious and unconscious bias; they argued that the two styles measure similar items to different extents but they are not distinctly separate. Pauls and Crost (2004) noted that the PDS does not add value to conventional personality measurement, as it is itself vulnerable to faking. Additionally, Dodaj (2012) found little support for the division between conscious and unconscious levels of SD bias. Roth and Herzberg (2007) claimed that the labels of self-deception and impression management are misleading as both constructs measure deliberate faking, while Jowett (2008) found partial support for this distinction in coach-athlete relationships. The active research on SD bias constructs clearly demonstrates the topic’s importance, yet it still fails to confirm whether the measurement scales provide a valid tool for bias quantification.

The concerns about the validity of the leading SD scales have posed serious problems for marketing research. Employing a 36-item Marlowe-Crowne scale as part of a survey instrument is generally not feasible. Yet the debated validity of shorter Marlowe-Crowne scales and the BIDR/PDS raises doubts whether such items should be included in survey instruments. To explore the usefulness of the scales, Steenkamp et al. (2010) analyzed survey-based marketing studies from three marketing journals between 1968 and 2008, focusing on articles that tested for SD bias using measurement scales. They found that Marlowe-Crowne was used most often (26 times), while BIDR in either its complete form, or the impression-management construct only, was employed seven times.
Steenkamp et al. did not report the total number of studies reviewed, but considering the long timespan they selected, it seems clear that only a fraction of academic marketing surveys employ SD scales as a solution for coping with desirability bias. However, they argue that the moralistic-egoistic division of Paulhus can act as a basis for successful desirability bias quantification.

Employing a meta-analysis, Beretvas et al. (2002) found three ways of applying results from SD scales to study findings. These were comparison of correlations between the scales and the focal instruments, deletion of responses from individuals with high desirability scores, and factor analysis between the desirability measures and the focal instrument. Later, however, Leite and Beretvas (2005) suggested that the lack of consensus on the structure of the SD construct makes such adjustments difficult or unreliable. Lee and Woodliffe (2010) further supported Leite and Beretvas by pointing out the weak conceptualization of SD dimensions. Based on the literature, support for treating SD as a construct that can be measured through questions, similar to other psychological variables, seems divided. This may partly explain why Steenkamp et al. (2010) found so few studies attempting a quantitative measurement of SD in marketing research. Yet neglecting a quantitative assessment of SD bias reduces the value of marketing studies, even when nonquantitative methods of addressing desirability bias are employed. If the eradication of SD bias is assumed in a binary manner, as opposed to treating it as a quantifiable variable that fluctuates within a range, the magnitude of the bias cannot be estimated. The same is true for experimental designs that aim at disguising the intent of the research. A methodology that provides such an estimate could benefit the research of SD bias, particularly in situations where employing other methods for reducing the bias is difficult or unfeasible.

Cynicism

While SD has received much attention in behavioral literature, cynicism has been examined less, particularly in marketing studies. The difference between the two related attitudes, skepticism and cynicism, must be emphasized: Cynicism is more a personality trait or a habitual disposition of viewing and thinking, while skepticism is a cognitive response to a certain type of input. While skepticism is short term, cynicism can be enduring (Anson, Dale Mann, & Sherman, 1986). Furthermore, cynics doubt the motives behind any communications, as opposed to skeptics who focus on messages communicated only (Kanter & Mirvis, 1986). Because of the more profound impact of cynicism on consumer surveys, this research concentrates on cynicism rather than skepticism.

The two main fields of study regarding cynicism have been organizational behavior and the police force. Several of the key scales for cynicism measurement have been developed while measuring the attitudes of the police force (Anson et al., 1986; Langworthy, 1987; Regoli, 1976), and more recent studies continue employing them in the same domain (Hickman, Piquero, & Piquero, 2004; Sobol, 2010). Organizational cynicism was introduced as a concept by Dean, Brandes, and Dharwadkar (1998), though cynicism at the workplace had been investigated previously (Guastello, Rieke, Guastello, & Billings, 1992; Kanter & Mirvis, 1986). Recently, it has been introduced to the domain of academic researchers (Kalakan & Aksu, 2010; Karadag, Kilicoglu, & Yilmaz, 2014). In marketing literature, cynicism has gained new popularity for explaining the behavior of consumers, be it general reactions toward companies and advertising or consumer disappointment in a company (Chowdhury & Fernando, 2013;
Based on the essence of cynicism as fundamental doubt of a relayed message, it is evident that cynicism affects how consumers perceive a marketing message. While skepticism might even benefit an advertiser, provided correct adoption of the message to counter the skeptical attitude, cynicism is rarely advantageous (Boush, Kim, Kahle, & Batra, 1993). However, a few brands that cynics truly trust can gain loyalty among this group (Helm, 2004). Chylinski and Chu (2010) synthesized studies on the effects of cynicism on consumer behavior toward a company and classified the resulting behaviors as positive, neutral, or negative. The findings of their study further support this classification, but the analysis is restricted to scenarios where cynicism is prompted by negative company behavior. In a general consumer context, Helm (2004) suggested four categories of cynical behavior: disparaging, withdrawal, precaution, and retribution. Similar to disparaging cynical behavior is subversive cynicism, where verbal criticism is common but action avoided (Odou & de Pechpeyrou, 2011). This type of cynicism further coincides with the “complaint” theme of Chylinski and Chu; consumers vent frustration or offer a company another chance through negative feedback without corresponding action. Cynicism toward marketing and advertising is easier to create than to eradicate (Chylinski & Chu, 2010) but the resulting consumer behavior varies widely.

Scales for Measuring Cynicism

While the most widely used cynicism measurement scale, the Niederhoffer scale, is related to police work, Kanter and Mirvis (1986) took a business approach to cynicism measurement. Subsequently, Turner and Valentine (2001) developed a scale to measure sales personnel cynicism during interaction with customers. In addition, Lee, Restori, and Katz (2010) provide cynicism subscales aimed at evaluating the general attitude of respondents toward corporations and big business. Such scales offer tools for addressing cynical behavior because of mistrust in companies, but not necessarily act based on these doubts. Instead, cynicism may produce a similar but opposite effect to SD, where cynical and thus negative stated attitudes do not lead to corresponding actions. Chylinski and Chu (2010) emphasize that the impact of cynicism on consumers is under-researched, and this chapter will focus particularly on the impact of cynicism on stated rather than actual choices.

CSR AND CONSUMER CHOICES

Research has suggested that consumers are willing to pay more for products from an ethical company; Creyer and Ross (1997) established this almost two decades ago. Fairtrade products have been a practical subject for studies. De Pelsmacker, Driesen, and Rayp (2005) noted consumers’ willingness to pay (WTP) an average premium of 10% for Fairtrade products, though only 10% of respondents were willing to pay the existing premium of 27% at the time of the study. As Fairtrade grew to encompass products beyond coffee, the overall link between such product social orientation and consumer purchase intentions remained valid (Castaldo, Perrini, Misani, & Tencati, 2009). Other ethical aspects, such as the use of child labor, employee working conditions, and environmental concerns, also play a role in consumer choices (Auger, Devinney,
Louviere, & Burke, 2008). These survey results are supported by the findings of Arnot, Boxall, and Cash (2006), who conducted a real-life choice experiment with Fairtrade coffee. They established that buyers of Fairtrade products were less price sensitive than the average, though an “optimal” premium for such products was not studied. While the existence of consumers willing to pay for ethical products seems evident, some doubt exists over the accuracy of such results (Auger & Devinney, 2007).

Social Desirability and Cynicism Biases in CSR Research

In line with common practice in CSR behavior research, all the consumer studies mentioned in the previous section have employed questionnaire-based quantitative techniques to evaluate the connections between variables, and such methods dominate consumer CSR research. Qualitative research in the field is rare (Peloza & Shang, 2011), with a few authors (Bhattacharya & Sen, 2004; Boulstridge & Carrigan, 2000; Oberseder, Schlegelmilch, & Gruber, 2011; Oberseder, Schlegelmilch, & Murphy, 2013; Pomering & Dolnicar, 2008; Webb & Mohr, 1998) as notable exceptions interviewing consumers. Yet Peloza and Shang (2011), reviewing 164 consumer studies focused on CSR activities and outcomes, found that only 23 studies employed behavioral measures instead of attitudinal ones. They further noted that in these studies attitudinal biases were addressed in two main ways: using choice modeling methodology to reduce the impact of such biases in comparison to Likert-based methods (such as Auger et al., 2008) or conducting field experiments that present respondents with real choices instead of fictitious ones (e.g., Arnot et al., 2006). In more recent research, Moosmayer (2012) addressed the issue of SD by noting that “if WTP [willingness to pay] response and PE [product evaluation] response are both subject to a comparable SD bias, then their quotient is free of this effect” (p. 205), further supporting his conclusion by the use of a SD scale. Despite these efforts, it appears that the impact of SD on the results of quantitative surveys is often unaddressed when CSR and consumer decisions are studied, creating a potential gap between choices stated in the surveys and actions.

Mohr, Eroglu, and Scholder Ellen (1998) attempted to measure cynicism within a responsible marketing context, although they concluded that companies should concentrate on alleviating skepticism instead due to its non-permanent nature. CSR can alleviate skepticism (Mohr et al., 1998; Pirsch, Gupta, & Grau, 2007; Skarmeas & Leonidou, 2013) with more knowledge helping to generate positive attitudes (Webb & Mohr, 1998). Cynicism, on the contrary, poses a severe problem to any attempts at creating positive consumer responses through CSR (Mohr et al., 1998; Vallaster, Lindgren, & Maon, 2012) as it can dampen the favorable effects of CSR initiatives (Bhattacharya & Sen, 2004). Although they did not differentiate between the two constructs, Pomering and Dolnicar (2008) noted the potential negative impact of skepticism and cynicism on CSR advertising. Cynicism can significantly weaken the effects of CSR activities and even overshadow potential benefits (Porter & Kramer, 2006; Ricks, 2005; Vlachos, Tsamakos, Vrechopoulos, & Avramidis, 2008). Unlike skepticism, dialogue with stakeholders may in fact breed cynicism (Crane & Livesey, 2003), although cynicism does not foster mistrust of general product information (Boush et al., 1993). To avoid deeming responsible activities rejected by a highly cynical group as unappealing to consumers at large, we propose that cynicism is assigned a special role, similar to that of SD, when studying the effect of CSR on consumer choices.
How important should these considerations be in survey design? Peloza and Shang (2011) employed the value model of Holbrook and suggested that ethical consumption stems from the search for four different elements, one of which is status or esteem. The existence of such an extrinsic and self-oriented motivation would directly lead to questions about a SD effect in survey answers, with respondents potentially attempting to make themselves appear to be “doing the right thing” without matching actions. On the other hand, lack of trust in a company can prompt cynicism that leads to ignorance, or subversively cynical reactions, toward responsibility-related questions in surveys, even if the same respondents act neutrally when actually making purchase decisions. In particular, early CSR consumer research occasionally suggested that claims of responsibility had a negative impact on purchase intentions (Boulstridge & Carrigan, 2000; Mohr et al., 1998; Sen & Bhattacharya, 2001), a reaction potentially prompted by cynicism. However, Vlachos et al. (2008), testing the links between strategic driven CSR and trust, repeat patronage intentions and recommendation intentions, found that only repeat patronage demonstrated a significant negative relationship with strategic CSR. Mohr et al. (1998) discovered that the level of skepticism toward a particular CSR action relates to cynicism, albeit mediated by negative sentiments. Thus, cynicism toward a CSR message may not directly lead to a negative actual choice, as also noted in general marketing studies that focus on cynicism.

Traditional Likert-scale methods to measure purchase intention have been criticized for being subject to overestimation of positive intent (Auger & Devinney, 2007). Oberseder et al. (2011) also noted the gap between reported interest in CSR and its non-role in consumer purchase decisions, asking why consumers do not ultimately appear to care about responsibility. Several other authors have also questioned the difference between reported attitudes and actual behavior (Auger & Devinney, 2007; Bhattacharya & Sen, 2004; De Pelsmacker et al., 2005; Freestone & McGoldrick, 2007; Valor, 2008). An extreme view was offered by Beckmann (2007), who proposed that when consumer reactions to CSR are studied, the chosen methodology will determine the outcomes: Polls or surveys result in a positive link between CSR and product evaluation or purchase intent, while interviews find disinterest and more experimental designs produce inconclusive or complicated results. While this statement was based on anecdotal rather than empirical evidence, it highlights the importance of consumer psychology for validity of CSR research.

**Effect of Biases on Research Findings**

Fig. 1 synthesizes the proposed framework including SD and cynicism biases in quantitative, consumer-oriented CSR research. The usual dependent variables in such surveys are product/service choices made and WTP for responsible products, as depicted in the figure. However, psychological aspects may cause the stated responses to deviate significantly from actions taken, creating an attitude-behavior gap, and thus these two outcomes have been separated in the framework. In addition, both CSR and non-CSR product attributes (such as functional aspects and brand) are considered. The effect of the non-CSR attributes are assumed to be the same on both stated and actual choices, with no psychological motivation to misrepresent answers; non-CSR attributes can have either positive, negative, or no effect on stated and actual choices. The effect of CSR attributes on stated and actual choices, on the other hand, can alternatively be direct, or created by SD or cynicism.
Fig. 1. The Asymmetric Effect of Social Desirability and Cynicism on Stated versus Actual Choices and Willingness to Pay (WTP).

CSR attributes may favorably impact the respondents’ stated and actual choices and WTP, provided that the initiatives behind the attributes meet consumers’ demand for responsibility. These attributes could also be simply ignored by consumers. Based on the notion of CSR as the ethically “right thing to do” (Bhattacharya & Sen, 2004; Carrigan & Attalla, 2001), negative direct impact of CSR attributes is less likely. However, such effect cannot be ruled out, as seen in the mixed evidence on the CSP-CFP relationship and the potential of greenwashing (Crittenden, Crittenden, Ferrell, Ferrell, & Pinney, 2010; Laufer, 2003). However, a person perceiving responsibility as a negative attribute may also be cynical. Should CSR attributes provoke SD bias in the respondents, their stated choices and WTP will favor a responsible product, with no corresponding effect on their choices and WTP in an actual purchase situation. Should cynicism be prompted by product CSR attributes, the result is likely a negative effect on stated choices, as a cynic would doubt such information and the organization providing it. Actual purchase choices and WTP may also be affected. However, as opposed to studies that prompt cynicism through a scenario of company misconduct, cynicism may be provoked by a responsibility emphasis in a survey. If a subsequent purchase situation lacks such strong CSR input, the cynic may well ignore its existence. Alternatively, the cynical consumer may only engage in subversive cynicism (Odou & de Pechpeyrou, 2011) or express a complaint as a negative stated choice without an impact on actual choices (Chylinski & Chu, 2010). As the diagram illustrates, stated and actual variables are affected through different mechanisms, resulting in a disconnect between these two pairs of putatively matching variables. To ensure the validity of quantitative consumer CSR research, it is crucial to understand and quantify the roles SD and cynicism play in survey responses. This will lead to meaningful results when studying consumer views on responsible business.

MODELING CONSUMER CHOICES

Discrete choice modeling, first introduced by McFadden (1974), has become a standard technique for analyzing the choices of individuals in many fields including transportation, environmental economics, recreational alternatives, and general product choices. It is
based on the Random Utility Theory (RUT) (Thurstone, 1927) which divides the utility an individual draws from a product or service into two parts, the one observable by a researcher and the random component that only manifests itself to the individual:

$$U_t = V_t + \epsilon_t$$

where $$U_t$$ is the total utility, $$V_t$$ the utility observed by a researcher, and $$\epsilon_t$$ the random component representing unobservable consumer preferences.

The term “random” in RUT does not imply random action on the part of the individual; instead, this part may seem random to an observer, while it is perfectly logical to an individual decision-maker due to personal preferences and attitudes. Thus RUT does not contradict the fundamental idea in economics of individuals as rational utility maximizers; instead, it explains why sometimes choices made by an individual may seem irrational to an external observer.

Lancaster (1966) advanced consumer behavior theory by distinguishing between goods and the characteristics of those goods, and maintained that consumers gain utility from the characteristics rather than the goods themselves. He transformed consumer behavior from a choice between goods to a choice between sets of characteristics, allowing for efficient analysis of substitution effect between goods. By considering changes of only one characteristic at a time, a basis for discrete choice modeling was provided; known product attributes explain the observable part of consumer utility, and the random part of the utility is modeled by employing a probability distribution to simulate it (McFadden, 1974). Discrete choice analysis assumes that consumers are rational, utility-maximizing individuals who make choices accordingly, but that an unobservable part of utility is a random variable modeled through a probability distribution. The observable part of utility is split among product attributes, each of which is assigned a coefficient signifying its relative importance compared to the other attributes, and socio-demographic characteristics are included as additional explanatory variables (Louviere, Hensher, & Swait, 2000). The choice a respondent makes (either stated or revealed) is treated as the dependent variable in a logistic regression that estimates the effect of the attributes on consumer decision process (Ben-Akiva & Lerman, 1985). Further analysis of these estimators can include calculations of consumer WTP for various attributes, or prediction of market shares, among others.

**Perceptions and Attitudes in Choice Modeling**

In the standard discrete choice model, the resulting estimators represent the importance of the attribute in question combined with attitudinal aspects that are not explained through socio-demographic variables. It is impossible to break down the combination into its components, and thus SD and cynicism will both complicate the interpretation of the coefficients. McFadden (1986) therefore suggested the inclusion of latent variables as part of the framework. He emphasized perceptions and attitudes as critical inputs to modeling choices, and proposed latent variables such as cost-consciousness as additional inputs to advance analysis of the choices consumers make. According to Kahneman, Ritov, and Schkade (1999), “statements of WTP are better viewed as expressions of attitudes than as indications of economic preferences” (p. 204), supporting the notion that to understand choices thoroughly, attitudinal and perceptual indicators belong to a choice modeling
frame. Several academics took early interest in the potential of psychometric data and the addition of latent variables in their models (Ben-Akiva & Boccara, 1995; Ben-Akiva et al., 1999; Börsch-Supan, McFadden, & Schnabel, 1996; Gopinath, 1995; McFadden, 1999; Morikawa & Sasaki, 1998). The potential of attitudinal variables to explain choices justifies the appeal such approaches have over the traditional choice modeling framework.

**Hybrid Choice Models**

Walker (2001) and Ben-Akiva and Walker (2002) formulated the framework for implementing latent variables in choice models. This model formalizes the connection between traditional inputs and outputs of a choice model (product attributes, socio-demographic characteristics) and attitudes and perceptions included as latent variables. Their subsequent generalized choice model framework (Walker & Ben-Akiva, 2002), later also dubbed a hybrid choice model (Bolduc, Ben-Akiva, Walker, & Michaud, 2005), extended choice modeling theory to encompass psychological aspects in full. In line with human behavior, the framework includes these aspects as latent variables that contribute to the total utility leading to a choice (Walker, 2001). In a hybrid choice model, latent variables explain answers to related indicator questions, as opposed to indicator questions measuring a latent construct, while they simultaneously impact the utility of a choice. The indicator questions for latent variables included in a survey instrument do not measure that construct, reversing the traditional relationship between survey questions and psychological variables.

Early practical examples of this technique were offered by Ashok, Dillon, and Yuan (2002) and Ben-Akiva and Walker (2002). Ashok et al. included the latent variables of “satisfaction” and “barriers to change” in their model, while Ben-Akiva and Walker employed latent variables such as “comfort,” “convenience,” and “satisfaction” in their case studies. However, computational restrictions slowed down the application of hybrid choice models in practice (Ben-Akiva, McFadden, Train, & Walker, 2002), and full application of the technique has only started recently. Since computing power caught up with theory, hybrid analysis has become more common (Hensher, Rose, & Beck, 2012), with a multitude of examples where latent variables include flexibility, safety, hedonism, support for relevant policies, perception of potential problems, propensity to travel, and environmental attitudes (Abou-Zeid, Ben-Akiva, Bierlaire, Choudhury, & Hess, 2011; Alvarez-Daziano, 2010; Alvarez-Daziano & Bolduc, 2009; Bolduc & Alvarez-Daziano, 2010; Daly, Hess, Patruni, Potoglou, & Rohr, 2011; Dannewald, Paulssen, Temme, & Walker, 2009; Hess & Beharry-Borg, 2011; Hoyos & Mariel, 2013; Maquilon & Alvarez, 2012; Mariel, Meyerhoff, & Hess, 2013; Paix, Bierlaire, Cherchi, & Monzon, 2011; Temme, Paulssen, & Dannewald, 2008; Tudela, Nurul Habib, Carrasco, & Osman, 2011). These studies all employed latent variables based on psychological and socio-demographic indicators as explanatory variables to utility. However, only four of these studies used indicator questions based on established psychometric scales (Daly et al., 2011; Hoyos & Mariel, 2013; Maquilon & Alvarez, 2012; Tudela et al., 2011); the rest developed their own indicator questions for the latent variables in the studies.

**Modeling Ethical Choices**

While choice modeling and related techniques have been widely employed in many
fields of marketing research, ethical consumption and CSR in particular have remained largely on the sidelines. De Pelsmacker et al. (2005) employed conjoint analysis to estimate the WTP a premium for Fairtrade coffee. Multiple examples of choice studies focusing on environmental attitudes exist, but to our knowledge there is only one major research thread combining choice modeling with ethical purchase behavior, despite Aran˜a and Le˜n (2013) demonstrating validity of choice modeling in CSR research. Auger, Burke, Devinney, and Louviere (2003) established support for anecdotal evidence related to choices favoring ethical brands such as The Body Shop. Auger, Devinney, and Louviere (2006) studied consumer behavior related to ethical and social aspects using Best-Worst scaling, further combining stated preferences with actual purchase behavior. Auger et al. (2008) discovered that consumers will not trade product functionality for ethical considerations; yet segments of consumers who prefer ethical alternatives when product performance is not jeopardized exist. On the other hand, Lusk and Briggeman (2009) discovered that fair business practices toward producers were of low importance to consumers selecting food products. In a wide-ranging study exploring the influence of social attributes on purchase intentions, Auger, Devinney, Louviere, and Burke (2010) concluded that social attributes are important both in high- and low-involvement products and they affect choice, even when intangible aspects such as brands are included in the choice scenario. The limited application of choice modeling within the field has concentrated mostly on ethical product attributes; such attributes existed on the market at the time the studies were conducted. However, no research has combined the use of latent variables to explain how strongly attitudes contribute to the utility defining a choice.

QUANTIFYING ATTITUDINAL BIASES IN CSR RESEARCH

SD and cynicism can seriously distort the validity of consumer-oriented CSR research by creating a potential disconnect between stated outcomes of a study and real actions. Even when respondents are not prone to such traits, current studies do not allow for confirming the lack of bias in results. The majority of CSR studies do not address questions related to SD, and cynicism has so far been paid little attention in the field. The challenge of measuring these aspects in marketing research likely explains the former, as the validity of instruments and scales intended to quantify desirability bias is not universally accepted. Cynicism as a concept is rarely discussed.

Employing hybrid choice modeling, we propose a framework that allows estimating the magnitude of these attitudinal biases in consumer survey results related to responsibility. The model aims to reduce the gap between stated and actual choices in CSR consumer studies by integrating SD and cynicism biases to analysis of survey results. Furthermore, through quantifying SD and cynicism in a novel manner, it is hoped that the proposed modeling technique will open the door to new insights into the effects these two attitudes have on consumers.

Attitudinal Biases in a Choice Model Framework

The hybrid choice model in Fig. 2 demonstrates how common biases in CSR consumer research can be extracted and addressed. Following standard practice in choice modeling, rectangles signify measured variables while latent variables are presented as ellipses.
Fig. 2. Hybrid Choice Model Incorporating Latent Variables of Social Desirability and Cynicism in CSR Consumer Research.

The arrows mark the direction of causation between variables; solid lines represent structural equations (a link that governs decision-making) and dotted lines indicate measurement equations (manifestations of an unobservable variable). Conceptually, the model presents two new latent variables, Consumer Social Desirability (CSD) and Consumer Social Cynicism (CSC). These variables, measured by indicator questions from the respective fields, contribute in explaining the heterogeneity in preferences between individuals by linking it with SD and cynicism, two factors often present when responsibility is surveyed. Instead of all the utility being associated with product CSR and non-CSR attributes and respondents’ socio-demographic characteristics, CSD and CSC will account for part of it. The resulting estimators for importance of product CSR attributes will thus be controlled for these biases. Unlike earlier attempts to control for such biases in quantitative CSR research, the hybrid model will not impose a fixed relationship between the latent variables and the indicators, and the impact may be restricted to only some of the CSR attributes in the survey.

The left part of Fig. 2 presents the traditional inputs of a choice model; product or service attributes with attribute levels that differ in each choice scenario and socio-demographic characteristics. When consumer CSR choices are surveyed, the attributes include aspects related to responsibility. These are presented in the choice instrument and contribute to the utility a consumer draws from an alternative. Total utility (an unobservable variable), further explained by socio-demographic factors (such as gender, income, or education), manifests itself as the consumer choice in a survey (stated preference) or in real life (revealed preference). In the traditional choice model, the utility is assumed to be comparable in both situations. However, when choices related to responsibility are studied, we propose that CSD and CSC impact the total utility differently when stated and revealed choices are considered, as depicted earlier in Fig. 1: with stated choices, the two variables may decrease or increase the utility of a choice, while revealed choices are free of such biases. CSD and CSC are included in the stated choice model as latent variables that impact total utility; their real values cannot be observed but indications of such biases are provided by questions included in the survey.
instrument. Should indicator questions measuring SD and cynicism indicate biases, all the choices of the respondents in the survey are assumed to be equally affected by CSD and CSC. These two latent variables are included in the model via structural equations explaining answers to indicator questions. Simultaneously, they explain the amount of utility that originates from indicating the selection of an alternative; this differs from the attributes and socio-demographic characteristics that explain utility from actually selecting the alternative. Solving the choice model with CSC and CSD and explaining a portion of the utility leading to a choice will reduce the impact of attributes and socio-demographic characteristics when biases exist, thus controlling their estimates for such biases. In a case where a respondent indicates little or no tendency for the biases, the CSC and CSD remain insignificant and have limited or no impact on total utility. Thus the importance of CSR product attributes provided by a stated preference study will better match with actual choices, enhancing the validity of consumer-oriented CSR surveys.

There are several practical alternatives to control the results for the latent features, depending on the strength of the biases. High levels of CSD and CSC biases indicate wide attitude-behavior gap. The biases could dormant the overall stated choice; this equals to a situation where respondents draw utility from stating a responsible choice or rejecting one without further consideration of the other attributes presented in the products. In such a case, the two latent variables may directly explain part of the resulting utility as discussed earlier. CSD and CSC will be incorporated as independent variables in the model, and the estimators for these two become significant to choice. The impact of product attributes will decline compared to a model without the latent variables and the estimator coefficients for importance of CSC/CSD variables effectively become measures of the attitude-behavior gap created by each bias. However, a more likely case is a situation where respondents demonstrate a biased reaction toward one or more of the CSR attributes in the choice scenario; some of these reactions result from CSD while others are caused by CSC. In this situation, the bias on choices can be modeled by including additional CSD/CSC coefficients only for the attributes affected; this equals stating that only certain CSR attributes provoke SD or cynicism biases. The estimator for the importance of a CSR attribute will be divided between the actual impact of the attribute on choice and the bias that the attribute provokes. In this case, the former figure approximates the effect of the attribute on actual behavior and the latter signifies the attitude-behavior gap. Thus an empirical study offering respondents choices linked with CSR while collecting SD and cynicism data will be the next step required in developing the model further and understanding how the two biases contribute to an attitude-behavior gap.

**Limitations of the Framework**

The hybrid model presented in Fig. 2 is limited to situations where CSR is expressed through product or service attributes, as the aim is to focus on reducing the gap between stated and actual choices in surveys. However, the utility from CSR could also result from personal characteristics of the respondent, and additional latent variables could be employed to further dissect the utility from a choice. As an example, consumer personal ethics might be added as a third latent variable to explain utility created from “doing the right thing,” particularly in conjunction with different product scenarios and varying levels of CSR (Strahilevitz, 1999). Schroeder and McEachern (2005) argue that choices are influenced by the ethical beliefs of a decision-maker, and green values generally affect
consumption behavior (Haws, Winterich, & Naylor, 2014; Lin & Huang, 2012). On the other hand, Auger and Devinney (2007) discovered no clear link between respondents’ ethical values and their WTP for such product aspects. The impact of consumers’ ethical beliefs could, however, interact with the level of none-thical product attributes (Folkes & Kamins, 1999) and such an interaction could also be tested with the hybrid model proposed. Sudbury Riley, Kohlbacher, and Hofmeister (2012) demonstrated that socio-demographic characteristics cannot explain ethical beliefs of an individual, and thus the inclusion of such a latent variable would likely not create multicollinearity with the socio-demographic variables in the model, supporting the feasibility of such an addition. The HCM framework proposed here could thus provide a new approach to this contested area. Several scales for measuring SD bias and cynicism exist, but results on their validity are mixed. Before the model can be operationalized, a scale with the best fit to purpose must be defined for both variables. Furthermore, the decision to favor responsibility could be attributed to other latent features, such as a specific personal situation or the reference groups of the respondent. The model proposed here does not address such situations, but by identifying and including the relevant latent variables it could be generalized to cover a wider range of CSR choice situations. While the framework is open to many adaptations, questions of multicollinearity between the various explanatory variables and mathematical identification of the model could become limiting factors for increasing complexity.

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter aims to address several issues in current CSR research and to contribute to improved validity of responsibility surveys. First, it highlights the gap created by SD bias in consumer-oriented CSR research, a topic underemphasized in literature. Quantifying an estimator for this bias will help to evaluate the real effect of responsibility on consumer choices and to reduce the gap between stated and actual choices, as surveys of the proposed type can better estimate the real actions respondents are willing to take based on CSR. The model could also contribute to other social science studies where disagreement over quantification of SD bias has complicated research. Similarly, the model adds the notion of cynicism as a persistent personality trait that differs from skepticism commonly addressed in the field. It highlights the gap, similar but opposite to SD bias that cynicism may create between stated and actual choices.

The proposed framework further advances the use of hybrid choice modeling to a new field of application; while attitudinal variables have been occasionally employed in such models, this proposition harnesses latent variables to address specific issues related to survey validity, as opposed to general improvement of model fit. For CSR research, this can improve the way biases are controlled for and quantified. The approach also avoids problems encountered in development of constructs for SD bias measurement and its application in earlier research. In a latent variable model, the measurement equations treat the answers to questions as indicators of a latent feature, as opposed to employing them as structural cause-and-effect measurements of a specific construct. Thus the existing controversy over the validity of these scales can be averted. The difficulties in measurement of SD bias may have been an important contributing factor to its relatively rare inclusion in marketing research (Steenkamp et al., 2010). Thus a novel way of measuring biases that potentially create differences between survey results and real
actions can improve the validity of CSR survey results through decreasing the gap between stated and real actions, and enhance understanding of which responsible product attributes impact consumers’ actual choices. This in turn will increase the value of such research for practitioners, as the common problem of survey results deviating from real actions can be circumvented.
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